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AUTOMATIC GAIN SWITCHING

(57) The present invention discloses an X ray detec-
tor with single photon measurement capabilities (14),
comprising:
a) a layer of photosensitive material (4);
b) an NxM array of photo-detector diodes (2) arranged
in said layer of photosensitive material (4); each of said
photo-detector diodes (2) having a bias potential inter-
face (12) and a diode output interface, said bias potential
interface (12) of each photo-detector diode (2) being con-
nected to a bias potential (Vbias);
c) an NxM array of high gain, low noise readout unit cells
(RO), one readout unit cell (RO) for each photo-detector
diode (2); and
d) each readout unit cell (RO) comprising:
d1) an input interface (IN) connecting said diode output
interface to a high-gain charge-to-voltage amplifying
means (34) comprising integration capacitors (Cf1, Cf2,
Cf3),
d2) said high-gain charge-to-voltage amplifying means
(34) having a number of gains and being able to switch
between the gains,
d3) a comparator and a digital block (30) for monitoring
the charge of the integration capacitance and for switch-
ing the actual gain to another gain depending from the
monitored charge of the integration capacitance.

This pixel detector provides the possibility of in pixel
intermediate evaluation of an automatic gain switching

circuit state to increase the dynamic range of the detector
in case of quasi continuous incoming particle flux (quasi
continuous flux being defined as a flux changing only on
time scales bigger than 1/(frame rate)). The detector ac-
cording to the present invention exploits the behavior of
an automatic gain switching amplifier in case of a qua-
si-continuous incoming particle flux to extend the dynam-
ic range up to several orders of magnitude.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method to
extend the dynamic range of an automatic gain switching
pixel detector system, i.e. a system where the input am-
plifier can automatically be switched to different gains,
beyond the intrinsic amplifier dynamic range in case of
a quasi-continuous incoming particle flux. The same
method can also be used for pixel detector systems which
have several gain stages in parallel for each pixel. In both
cases the pixel detector can be monolithic (i.e. the sensor
and amplifier share the same layer) or of a hybrid type
where the sensor and amplifier parts are separate layers.
[0002] The invention enables a multifold (e.g. 10x up
to several orders of magnitude) increase in dynamic
range for a single image, and if implemented in a high
frame rate system could allow the same orders of mag-
nitude increase in photon flux with respect to the systems
currently used at Synchrotron experimental stations.
[0003] Hybrid pixel detectors comprise an X-ray sen-
sitive layer (i.e. a semiconductor sensor) and a readout
chip, both divided into pixels. Each pixel in the sensor
can be directly connected (bump bonding or flip chip
bonding) to the corresponding pixel in the readout chip.
The readout chip (ROC) contains an array of N x M in-
dependently working channels (pixels). In case of N (or
M) equal to one (i.e. a Id strip detector) the connection
technology can also be wire bonding. In case of mono-
lithic detectors the sensor part is directly implemented in
the same layer as the ROC, i.e. no bump bonding con-
nection is required.
[0004] Two main classes of readout chips are used in
photon science: single photon counting ROC and charge
integrating ROC. The performances in terms of photon
rate capabilities have to be discussed separately for the
two architectures.
[0005] For single photon counting, each channel has
a charge sensitive preamplifier with tunable gain, a signal
shaper, a comparator and a counter with pixel control
and readout logic. A photon interacting with the sensor
generates electron-hole pairs. This charge signal from
the sensor is amplified and filtered by the low noise
preamplifier and shaper in the corresponding pixel cell
in the readout chip. The shaped signal is fed to a com-
parator with a global threshold voltage and a per-pixel
trim DAC. An incoming signal exceeding this threshold
will toggle the comparator state and the comparator pulse
increments the digital counter by one. During the readout
phase the pixel counter states are transferred to the chip
periphery, where they are readout via dedicated logic.
[0006] Photon counting systems suffer from inefficien-
cies at high rates of incoming photons. These inefficien-
cies are predominantly caused by the overlap of the an-
alogue signals of the preamplifier from temporally adja-
cent photons that are counted as a single event instead
of independent events (pile-up). The size of the overlap
window is a function of the temporal shaping of the
preamplifier and the comparator threshold. State of the

art SPC ROCs cannot exceed a few 106 photons per
second per pixel and at this flux level rate correction al-
gorithms, which have a negative influence on the data
quality, have to be used.
[0007] The count rate capabilities can be extended by
a charge integrating system. In such a system the charge
(generated by the photons) is integrated during the ac-
quisition time, the signal at the output of the preamplifier
(corresponding to the integrated charge) stored on a hold
capacitor and then the analogue voltage is read out. In
case of a dead time free system (i.e. a system where the
frame rate matches the acquisition time), the maximum
incoming flux is defined by the product of the saturation
level of the integrating preamp for a pixel in number of
photons and the frame rate in Hz.
[0008] With gain switching technology, pioneered in
the X-ray field by Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) and now
used by several detector groups in the world, pixel rea-
dout circuits with saturation levels in excess of 104 pho-
tons at 12 keV can be produced, while maintaining a sin-
gle photon resolution capability for low flux measure-
ments. For example, the PSI designed Jungfrau detector
system will have a frame rate of 2.4 kHZ for a total photon
rate capability of 2.4*107 photons per second per pixel
(75um pitch) at 12keV.
[0009] To improve on this number future systems will
need to either have faster frame rates, with impact on
data volumes and power consumption, or bigger satura-
tion levels, which are limited by the size of the feedback
capacitors that are feasible in the limited pixel area.
[0010] It is therefore the objective of the present inven-
tion to provide an X-ray detector which can work at high
incoming photon rates and only minor or no adjustments
made to the frame rate and the saturation levels (or feed-
back capacitor sizes) of the first amplifier stage.
[0011] This objective is achieved according to the
present invention by a detector system, comprising:

a) a layer of photosensitive material;
b) an N x M array of photo-detector diodes arranged
in said layer of photosensitive material; each of said
photo-detector diodes having a bias potential inter-
face and a diode output interface, said bias potential
interface of each photo-detector diode being con-
nected to a bias potential;
c) a N x M array of high gain, low noise readout unit
cells, one readout unit cell for each photo-detector
diode; and
d) each readout unit cell comprising:

d1) an input interface connecting said diode out-
put interface to a high-gain charge-to-voltage
amplifying means;
d2) said high-gain charge-to-voltage amplifying
means having a number of gains and being able
to automatically switch between the gains,
d3) said high-gain charge-to-voltage amplifying
means having a number of gains implemented
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by an array of integration capacitors and being
able to automatically switch between the gains,
d4) a comparator and digital block for monitoring
the charge of the integration capacitor and for
switching the actual gain to another gain de-
pending from the monitored charge of the inte-
gration capacitor.

[0012] Alternatively, this objective is achieved accord-
ing to the invention by a detector system, comprising:

a) a layer of photosensitive material;
b) an N x M array of photo-detector diodes arranged
in said layer of photosensitive material; each of said
photo-detector diodes having a bias potential inter-
face and a diode output interface, said bias potential
interface of each photo-detector diode being con-
nected to a bias potential (Vbias) ;
c) a N x M array of high gain, low noise readout unit
cells, one readout unit cell for each photo-detector
diode; and
d) each readout unit cell comprising:

d1) an input interface connecting said diode out-
put interface to a high-gain charge-to-voltage
amplifying means;
d2) said high-gain charge-to-voltage amplifying
means having a number of gains and being able
to automatically switch between the gains,
d3) said high-gain voltage amplifying means
comprise one or several charge-to-voltage am-
plifier having fixed but different gains or having
in addition several gain stages in parallel and a
comparator and digital block for monitoring the
charge of the integration capacitor.

[0013] The new pixel detector provides the possibility
of in pixel intermediate evaluation of the automatic gain
switching circuit state to increase the dynamic range of
the detector in case of quasi continuous incoming particle
flux (quasi continuous flux being defined as a flux chang-
ing only on time scales bigger than 1/(frame rate)). Under
this condition, a pixel that receives a strong X-ray flux
and which would be saturated, at the end of the integra-
tion time, will switch to the lowest gain earlier in time than
a pixel that receives a lower flux.
[0014] A preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion can be achieved when the gain switching logic block
is enabled to continuously compare during the integration
window the charge in the integration capacitor to a thresh-
old and is further enabled to switch to another gain when
a predefined threshold for the charge in the (or the sum
of the) integration capacitor(s) is reached. Typically in
this embodiment, the gain switching logic block may be
enabled to switch the actual gain to a lower gain.
[0015] Another preferred embodiment covers a solu-
tion for the situation where the charge-to-voltage ampli-
fying means is already operated at the lowest gain, i.e.

due to a quasi-continuous photon stream. To achieve
this preferred embodiment, the gain switching logic block
is enabled to save at a predefined sample time T1 (with
T1 smaller than the acquisition time T) the charge of the
integration capacitor in a sample capacitor in case the
charge-to-voltage amplifying means is, at the same point
in time, already operated at the lowest gain. The prede-
fined sample time T1 depends on the capacity of the stor-
age capacitor and the frame rate.
[0016] A further preferred embodiment of the present
invention can be achieved when the digital block is ena-
bled to save at several predefined sample times the
charge of the integration capacitor to a sample capacitor
in case the high-gain charge-to-voltage amplifying
means is already operated at the lowest gain.
[0017] Another preferred embodiment can be realized
when the digital block (30) encodes the sampling of the
signal at the predefined time T1 as BIT1 together with
the gain bits of the automatic gain switching so that for
three gains and the presence of the sampling at T1 (BIT1)
only two gain bits are needed.
[0018] In order to avoid amplifier damage in case of a
high input signal, the digital logic block may keep the
preamplifier, depending on BIT_1, after T1 in reset; if BIT
1 has not been set the preamplifier may be kept in reset
after time T until the next acquisition is performed. For a
dead-time free system, this reset time can be very short.
[0019] As mentioned above, another embodiment of
the present invention is achieved with an architecture
which does not implement switchable gains but has sev-
eral fixed gain stages operated in parallel and a compa-
rator and digital block for monitoring status of one or more
of these gain stages.
[0020] Another option can be achieved when the digital
block is enabled to save at a predefined sample time the
signal of the lowest gain stage to a sample capacitor in
case the lowest gain stage would reach saturation at or
before time T; in this case also BIT1 is set.
[0021] Another preferred embodiment of the present
invention provides for the digital block being enabled to
save at several predefined sample times the signal of the
lowest gain stage to a sample capacitor in case the lowest
gain stage would reach saturation at or before the acqui-
sition time T.
[0022] In order to achieve a compact set-up for the
readout unit cell, a further preferred embodiment of the
present invention may provide a multiplexing means al-
lowing to access the readout unit cell either on a per pixel
basis or for several pixels in parallel to read out the charge
of the integration capacitor to a data processing means
transferring the data off the readout unit cell.
[0023] Preferred embodiments of the present invention
are hereinafter described in more detail with respect to
the attached drawings which depict in:

Figure 1 a schematic view of the design of a photo-
detector diode;
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Figure 2 a schematic view of a part of a detector
module comprising an array of photo-detector di-
odes as one of them is shown in Figure 1;

Figure 3 a schematic view on the read out (RO) ar-
chitecture of the detector module according to Figure
2; and

Figure 4 a schematic view on the output response
of the preamplifier for 4 pixels with 3 different input
fluxes (two pixels, one in each plot, receive the same
input flux).

[0024] Figure 1 illustrates schematically the architec-
ture of a photo-detector diode (2) having a semiconductor
trespassing section (4) with doping regions p+, n-, n++

(referred to as semiconductor sensor). The most com-
monly used material is a silicon crystal but also germa-
nium, gallium arsenide or cadmium (zinc) telluride can
be used. In case of monolithic detector systems, the sen-
sor is directly implemented in the same layer as the re-
adout electronics (16).
[0025] An incident photon (6) having an energy in the
range of few hundred eV to few hundred keV before en-
tering the semiconductor sensor (p+, n-, n++ trespassing
section 4), passes through a possible cover layer (e.g.
aluminum) (8) and causes according to its energy and to
the energy needed to create an electron hole pair a re-
spective number of electron hole pairs (10) after x-ray
absorption. In the drawings, this number of electron hole
pairs is exemplarily shown by three electron-hole pairs
(10) being separated by the electrical field generated by
a source of bias potential (12).
[0026] Figure 2 shows a schematic view of a two-di-
mensional pixel detector (14) having a number of photo-
detector diodes (2) arranged in an array of N rows and
M columns. The photo detector diodes (2) have a length
l and a width w of about 10-500 mm and a height of about
20 mm to 2 mm. Below the plane of these photo-detector
diodes (2) a readout chip (16) having a corresponding
number of readout unit cells RO is arranged for collecting
the charge from the electron hole pairs (10) generated
in the respective photo-detector diodes (2). The electrical
conjunction between a diode output interface of the pho-
to-detector diodes (2) and an input interface IN of the
readout unit cell RO is achieved by bump bonding using
for example indium or solder bumps (24). In case of an
one-dimensional detector (N or M equals 1) the connec-
tion between the diode output interface and the RO cell
input interface can also be done with wire bonding. In
case of monolithic detectors the sensor diodes are im-
plemented in the readout chip directly and no bump bond-
ing is necessary.
[0027] Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the archi-
tecture of a readout unit cell RO (14), in particular of the
circuitry of the gain switching circuit (30). The readout
unit cell RO further comprises a front end block (32) which
is based on a preamplifier (34) in charge integrating con-

figuration. The preamplifier gain can be changed: a fixed
small size feedback capacitor Cf1 is used for the high
gain, while the insertion (in parallel to Cf1) of two capac-
itors Cf2 and Cf3, ~10 and ~100 times bigger than Cf1
respectively, lowers the gain to a medium or low value.
While the gain setting can be fixed with an external signal,
in the normal mode of operation the control of the gain
is automatically handled by the front end circuit (30) itself.
For this purpose, the output of the preamplifier is contin-
uously monitored by a comparator (36). When the signal
level crosses a predefined threshold, a gain switching
logic (38) is triggered.
[0028] The threshold voltage is common for all the
channels/pixels and is placed at the border of the output
range of the preamplifier (34). The logic, based on delay
stages and latches, controls the insertion of the feedback
capacitors Cf2 and Cf3, according to the following rules:

- if the switching from high to the medium gain is not
enough to bring the output back into the preamplifier
output range, after a short time a second switching
to low gain is performed;

- the second switching from medium to low should not
be done in case of signal spikes due to the transient
response after the first switching.

[0029] In the idle state the preamplifier (34) is kept in
reset at the low gain mode, so that all the feedback ca-
pacitors Cf1 to Cf3 are emptied. A few nanoseconds be-
fore the beginning of the measurement the capacitors
Cf2 to Cf3 are disconnected so that the gain is set to
high. Then, the reset switch is opened and the input
charge starts to be integrated. The amplifier switches au-
tomatically depending on the amount of input charge in-
tegrated on the feedback capacitance. The output volt-
age and the gain information(encoded in two digital bits)
are sampled at the end of the integration time in a charge
sampling and storage module (40). Together, they allow
the determination of the incoming charge.
[0030] In a further embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the integrated charge can be monitored in more de-
tail. As shown in Figure 4, for continuous incoming flux,
a time T1 can be found for which all the pixels/readout
channels that at this time T1 have not yet switched to the
lowest gain will not saturate at the end of the integration
time T. This time T1 depends on the gain ratios and on
the range of the different gains, but for a given system is
a constant fraction of the integration time T.
[0031] If - at this time T1 - the status of the pixels is
analyzed, the pixels can be divided in two categories: the
ones which are in the lowest gain and the others. The
former will saturate before the end of the integration time
T and, by means of a simple digital logic present in the
readout unit cell RO, it is decided to store on the sample
capacitor the value of the integrated charge at time T1.
This signal is still linear with the incoming flux and the
total number of photons in the integration time can be
reconstructed multiplying the measured value by the ratio
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T/T1 (under the assumption that the incident photon rate
is constant over the sample time T, i.e. quasi continuous).
[0032] Figure 4 illustrates the output response of the
preamplifier (34) for four pixels with three different input
fluxes (2 pixels have the same photon flux):

a) a flux that does not produce saturation (Lines 1,
triangular symbol), and two higher flux cases where
the pixel is in low gain already at T1 so that the in-
ternal pixel logic chooses to sample Vout at time T1
and not at time T, where saturation will be certain.

[0033] For the implementation of the present invention
the following features in the readout unit cells RO (pixel
circuits) have to be present:

• An automatic gain switching preamplifier with e.g.
three gains

• A global signal routed to the pixel-matrix defining the
time T1;

• A digital logic block which evaluates the status of the
gain switching circuit at time T1 and stores the result
of this evaluation (BIT_1) in one or more latches or
flip-flops;

• A digital logic block which, based on BIT_1, controls
the store switch of the sample capacitor;

• A digital logic block which keeps the preamplifier in
reset, depending on BIT_1, either after T1 or after T
until the next acquisition is started. This is necessary
to avoid amplifier damage in case of a high input
signal;

• A way to readout BIT_1 together with the rest of the
analogue and digital information from the pixel.

[0034] The concept can be applied to the gain switch-
ing logic (30) with any number of gains, and can be further
extended increasing the number of times the gain eval-
uation is performed, adding a T2, T3,..., Tx and corre-
sponding digital latches (BIT_2... BIT_X), giving a theo-
retical increase flux capabilities of R^X where R is the
ratio of the last two gains of the gain switching preampli-
fier (34). Typically this ratio R is 10 so that an increase
of several orders of magnitude in the measurable photon
flux can be achieved using several evaluation times Tx.
[0035] This concept can also be applied to the case
where each pixel has several fixed gain stages in parallel.
In this case, the pixel logic has to evaluate at the time T1
if either the second lowest gain stage is saturated or the
lowest gain stage is above a certain threshold value (cor-
responding to a saturation of the low gain stage at the
acquisition time T) and sample the lowest gain stage sig-
nal at the time T1 if this is the case. Also here the dynamic
range is extended by the ratio of the lowest gain divided
the second lowest and also here the concept of several
times Tx can be applied.
[0036] The additional circuit (30) which is required to
realize the invention, compared to state of the art detec-
tors consumes a very small additional area (<5%) of a

75x75um2 pixel and a negligible electrical power while
in operation. The functionality of the gain switching logic
(30) has been tested for ASICs using a continuous visible
light source as stimulus. The expected dynamic range
extension has been demonstrated.
[0037] The generic concept presented here allows to
extend the dynamic range of a system like the known
Jungfrau detector of the applicant by a factor close to ten
without any cost in terms of power consumption, data
volume and data quality, and with only a negligible in-
crease in circuit complexity. In the specific case of the
Jungfrau detector this solution will allow to measure flux-
es up to 2.4E8 photons per second per pixel.
[0038] In case of a pixel detector without automatic
gain switching but with several fixed gain stages in par-
allel per pixel the same concept can be applied extending
the dynamic range of the lowest gain stage by several
orders of magnitude.

Claims

1. A detector system (14), comprising:

a) a layer of photosensitive material (4);
b) an N x M array of photo-detector diodes (2)
arranged in said layer of photosensitive material
(4); each of said photo-detector diodes (2) hav-
ing a bias potential interface (12) and a diode
output interface, said bias potential interface
(12) of each photo-detector diode (2) being con-
nected to a bias potential (Vbias) ;
c) a N x M array of high gain, low noise readout
unit cells (RO), one readout unit cell (RO) for
each photo-detector diode (2); and
d) each readout unit cell (RO) comprising:

d1) an input interface (IN) connecting said
diode output interface to a high-gain
charge-to-voltage amplifying means (34);
d2) said high-gain charge-to-voltage ampli-
fying means (34) having a number of gains
and being able to automatically switch be-
tween the gains,
d3) said high-gain charge-to-voltage ampli-
fying means (34) having a number of gains
implemented by an array of integration ca-
pacitors (Cf1, Cf2, Cf3,...) and being able to
automatically switch between the gains,
d4) a comparator and digital block (30) for
monitoring the charge of the integration ca-
pacitor and for switching the actual gain to
another gain depending from the monitored
charge of the integration capacitor.

2. The detector system (14) according to claim 1,
wherein the digital block being enabled to compare
the charge in the integration capacitor at any time
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during the integration and to switch to another gain
when a predefined threshold for the charge in the
integration capacitor is reached.

3. The detector system (14) according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the digital block is enabled to switch the ac-
tual gain to a lower one.

4. The detector system (14) according to any of the
preceding claims wherein the digital block (30) is en-
abled to save at a predefined sample time (T1) the
charge of the integration capacitor to a sample ca-
pacitor in case the high-gain charge-to-voltage am-
plifying means (32) is already operated at the lowest
gain.

5. The detector system (14) according to any of the
preceding claims wherein the digital block (30) is en-
abled to save at several predefined sample times
(T1, T2, T3,...Tx) the charge of the integration ca-
pacitor to a sample capacitor in case the high-gain
charge-to-voltage amplifying means (32) is already
operated at the lowest gain.

6. The detector system (14) according to any of the
preceding claims wherein the digital block (30) en-
codes the sampling of the signal at the predefined
time T1 as BIT1 together with the gain bits of the
automatic gain switching so that for three gains and
the presence of the sampling at T1 (BIT1) only two
gain bits are needed.

7. The detector system (14) according to claim 6,
wherein the digital logic block keeps the preamplifier,
depending on BIT_1, after T1 in reset; if BIT 1 has
not been set the preamplifier is kept in reset after
time T until the next acquisition is performed.

8. A detector system (14), comprising:

a) a layer of photosensitive material (4);
b) an N x M array of photo-detector diodes (2)
arranged in said layer of photosensitive material
(4); each of said photo-detector diodes (2) hav-
ing a bias potential interface (12) and a diode
output interface, said bias potential interface
(12) of each photo-detector diode (2) being con-
nected to a bias potential (Vbias) ;
c) a N x M array of high gain, low noise readout
unit cells (RO), one readout unit cell (RO) for
each photo-detector diode (2); and
d) each readout unit cell (RO) comprising:

d1) an input interface (IN) connecting said
diode output interface to a high-gain
charge-to-voltage amplifying means (34);
d2) said high-gain charge-to-voltage ampli-
fying means (34) having a number of gains

and being able to automatically switch be-
tween the gains,
d3) said high-gain voltage amplifying
means comprise one or several charge-to-
voltage amplifier having fixed but different
gains or having in addition several gain
stages in parallel and a comparator and dig-
ital block (30) for monitoring the charge of
the integration capacitor.

9. The detector system (14) according to claim 8,
wherein the digital block (30) is enabled to save at
a predefined sample time (T1) the signal of the lowest
gain stage to a sample capacitor in case the lowest
gain stage would reach saturation at or before time
T; in this case also BIT1 is set.

10. The detector system (14) according to claims 8 and
9 wherein the digital block (30) is enabled to save at
several predefined sample times (T1, T2, T3,...Tx)
the signal of the lowest gain stage to a sample ca-
pacitor in case the lowest gain stage would reach
saturation at or before the acquisition time T.

11. The detector system (14) according to any of the
preceding claims 8 to 10, wherein the digital logic
block keeps the preamplifier(s), depending on
BIT_1, after T1 in reset; if BIT1 has not been set the
preamplifier(s) is(are) kept in reset after time T until
the next acquisition is performed.

12. The detector system according to any of the preced-
ing claims, wherein a multiplexing means is com-
prised allowing to access the readout cell unit (RO)
either on a per pixel basis or for several pixels in
parallel and to read out the charge of the integration
capacitor transferring the data off the readout unit
cell (RO) to a data processing means.
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